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as latent possibilities. Here Is the source of the God-
imago, that Imprint which from the beginning of time
has been the collective expression of the most powerful
and absolute operation of unconscious libido-concentration
upon consciousness.
Hence, for our psychology, which as a science must
confine Itself to the empirical within the limits set by our
cognition, God is not even relative, but a function of the
unconscious, namely the manifestation of a split-off sum
of libido, which has activated the God-imago. To the
orthodox view God Is, of course, absolute, i.e. existing In
Himself, Such a conception implies a complete severance
from the unconscious, which means, psychologically, a
complete unawareness of the fact that the divine effect
springs from one's own inner self. But the standpoint of
the relativity of God signifies that a not inconsiderable
part of the unconscious processes is discerned, at least by
inference, as a psychological content. Such an Insight,
of course, can only take place when the soul is granted a
more than ordinary attention, when in fact the unconscious
contents are withdrawn from their projections into objects,
and a certain awareness is granted them (the contents),
so that they now appear as belonging to and conditioned
by the subject This was the case with the mystics.
Not that this was the first appearance of the idea of the
relativity of God in general, for there exists both naturally
and fundamentally a relativity of God among the primitives.
Almost universally on the lower human levels the Idea
of God has a purely dynamic character, Le. God is a
Divine force, related to health, to the soul, to medicine,
to riches, to the chief—a force which certain procedures
can procure, and turn to the making of things essential
to the life and health of man, as also upon occasion to
the production of magical and malevolent effects. The
primitive feels this force as much outside him as within,

